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Telling Stories in ICT
Students from Primary to Secondary Two had the chance to
tell a story using ICT tools. The mini project started off with
experimental use of shapes and background tools with
animation and transition effects including sound clips from
audio files. Here are some interesting slides individual
students have created in the process of exploring the use of
ICT to tell a story.
By Mr. Au Yong
Story of a Gala Performance by Yie Xin
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The Tropical Rainforest
Observing and exploring the areas around the school has
got the Nursery and Kindergarten children wondering what
the area was like before the school was built. They thought
about where did the insects and animals that have
wandered into school, come from.
Through their own research, the children found out that
possibly the school grounds was formerly an oil palm
plantation and maybe even a forest before that! This led the
children to investigate more about forests and the discovery
of the Tropical Rainforests.
Through encyclopedias, information books, the Internet,
stories and manipulation of materials, the children explored
the four layers of the Rainforest: forest floor, understory,
emergent and canopy. They also investigated the animals,
birds and flora and fauna that inhabited the four layers which
led them to learn and understand about the plight of
endangered animals such as the Malayan tiger. The children
were also very upset to discover that some species of their
favorite animals were almost extinct! It was good to witness
some children pledging to help save the animals! The
children rounded up this project by completing personal
ptember
20
Tropical
Rainforest lap books.
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By Ms. Nadiah
Fun with Bahasa Malay
Bahasa Malay is a very critical component to the students
learning at the Pegasus International School. It is
compulsory for Malaysian students to take Bahasa Malay
class. Our curriculum encourages the students to learn more
about their own culture and or learn more about their host
country’s cultural traditions through language acquisition.
Students in Bahasa Malay class take part in a range of
hands-on activities such as role play, games, debate,
presentations, and watch movies instead of relying on text
books alone. This is to ensure that the learning process is
fun and enjoyable. These unique activities help students to
remember and apply language concepts. Moreover, it will
help them better in conversation, especially when speaking
with Malay people.
By Ms. Nurul
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